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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS 

How to make a Drummer: Analysis of Contemporaneous Representations of the Civil War 

Drummer Boy  

& 

Masters Recital Program Notes 

 

 

by 

 

 

Daniel Ryan King 

  

Master of Arts in Music 

 

 

University of California San Diego, 2021 

 

Professor Steven Schick, Chair 

  

 This thesis is the sum of two parts. The first is a research paper that investigates the 

cultural phenomenon of the drummer boy during the American Civil War. Much attention and 

ink has been devoted to the drummer’s rudiments and battlefield role. I argue that upon 

surveying the wartime American culture more broadly, the drummer boy was not just a 

messenger, but a Christ figure for his time; I source contemporary articles, poems, songs, and 

novels to evidence this claim. The second section of my thesis is a reflection and analysis of my 

Masters Recital program. Here, I take time to reflect on the personal meaning of this particular 

performance and provide a brief analysis for each composition in turn. 
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How to Make a Drummer: Analysis of Contemporaneous Representations of the Civil War 

Drummer Boy 

 

The American Civil War has always been an object of morbid fascination among 

scholars, an event to weaponize for politicians, and a point of contention among the American 

people. We are well into the twenty-first century, and Americans are still entangled in myths and 

interpolations regarding the great American conflict of the 19th-century. Yet, how did the public 

practice mythmaking during the Civil War? In this paper, I will examine one such myth–the 

figure of the drummer boy, as he is romanticized in contemporaneous newspaper articles, poetry, 

and children’s novels. The Civil War drummer boy was a small but significant figure; in the 

camp and on the battlefield, drummers were relied upon to relay messages through different 

combinations of rudiments that both the drummers and the soldiers memorized. Drummers were 

most often boys in their early adolescence and were frequently taken in as camp mascots and 

looked after by the older men in a fatherly fashion. From this alone, it is evident that the 

drummer boy was of great significance in the army.  

However, the deep cultural footprint of the drummer boy reveals more about the mindset 

of Victorian America than the daily routine of drumming in the army. Newspaper coverage of 

these “young heroes” was abundant, as were angelic portraits of injured drummers being 

shouldered by their older comrades. Additionally, consider the burgeoning genre of 

“adventure/young adult” fiction and the importance of dime novels, poetry, and song during the 

Civil War. These factors, the real and the fable, coalesced to create a young 19th-century figure 

of mythic importance. The drummer boy became a Christ figure, marching to save the soul of the 
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nation. Thus raised from the ranks by columnists, poets, songwriters, authors, and artists, the 

drummer boy became a symbol of purity and justice that both sides of the Mason-Dixon line 

would fight for.  

 The sensational nature of newspaper coverage and non-fiction writing gives a clear 

picture of America’s fixation with the drummer boy. Newspapers detailed dramatic events on the 

battlefield; pious deaths, defiant victories against stylized Goliaths, and bravery in battle. These 

battle accounts lionized the drummer in popular culture, creating a symbol flexible in its piety, 

innocence, and courage. Such nonfiction articles created household names of young drummers, 

and frequently launched young boys into fame and careers in the army. Here I will look at the 

lives of two such career drummers, as well as one seemingly nonfiction portrayal of a young, 

Christian drummer boy. 

 Johnny Clem (1851-1937) unofficially joined the 22nd Michigan Infantry at age ten as a 

drummer boy and mascot of the troops. Clem gained notoriety in the battle of Chickamauga, 

where he reportedly shot a Confederate colonel who demanded Clem’s surrender. The 

“Drummer Boy of Chickamauga,” as Clem came to be called, was promoted to the rank of 

sergeant in response to his heroism on the battlefield. This promotion made Johnny Clem–twelve 

years old at the time of the Chickamauga Campaign–the youngest person to ever become a non-

commissioned officer (NCO) in the U.S. Army. Ultimately, Clem attained the rank of Brigadier 

General and retired from the Army in 1915 as the last remaining veteran of the Civil War on duty 

in the United States Armed Forces. Strictly speaking, it does not seem that making a twelve-

year-old drummer boy a ranking official in the army is a particularly prudent or urgent military 

maneuver. Young drummer boys are not looked to for direction, but called upon to reliably relay 

directions; a twelve-year-old drummer boy sergeant could hardly be more than ceremonial. 
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Therefore, this extensive press coverage of a young drummer boy rewarded for bravery was the 

result of a political maneuver, made to inspire Union patriotism. The promotion not only 

demonstrates the contemporaneous interest in drummer boys but illustrates a (still extant) 

fascination with youthful innocence and wartime involvement.  

 Alexander H. Johnson became the first African-American drummer to enlist in the Union 

Army in 1863 at age sixteen. Johnson served in the famed 54th Massachusetts Volunteers, an 

African-American infantry unit commanded by Colonel Robert Gould Shaw. Johnson fought and 

served through the duration of the Civil War, including the assault on Fort Wagner, where the 

54th lost approximately 250 infantry men including Colonel Shaw. After the war was over, 

Johnson organized “Johnson’s Drum Corps” in Worcester, Massachusetts, where he served as 

the group’s drum major. Johnson is exceptional not only because of his apparent skill as a 

drummer, but because of his post-war success. Even with freedom in hand, post-war life in the 

North was a life of prejudice for African--Americans. In fact, C. Vann Woodward argues in The 

Strange Career of Jim Crow that the roots of institutionalized racism in the Jim Crow South were 

built upon the discriminatory social structures of the pre-war North. Johnson’s late career as a 

drum major, within this flawed society, is a testament to a deep cultural respect for his service as 

a drummer boy in the Union Army.  

  The story of drummer boy Charlie Coulson and Dr. Max Louis Rossvally is a 

particularly fascinating case study in the examination of the Civil War drummer boy as a Christ 

figure. Dr. Rossvally wrote “Charlie Coulson: the Drummer Boy,” in which he details his 

experience of reformation and the path to Christianity upon meeting a dying patient, drummer 

boy Charlie Coulson. Dr. Rossvally was forced to amputate an arm and a leg in an attempt to 

save Coulson’s life; Coulson refused chloroform for the surgery, stating, “Doctor, one Sunday 
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afternoon in the Sunday school, when I was nine-and-a-half years old, I accepted the Lord Jesus 

Christ as my Savior... He is my strength and my stay; He will support me while you amputate my 

arm and leg.” Later, a chaplain visits Charlie, and Rossvally tells of Charlie’s pious testimony 

and bequest: that the chaplain not only send his Bible back to his mother, but would he write to 

Charlie’s Sunday school superintendent and offer blessings and thanks on his behalf. Of his 

mother, Charlie says, “I have never let a day pass without reading a portion of God’s Word, and 

daily praying that God would bless my dear mother, no matter whether I was on the march, on 

the battlefield, or in the hospital.” At this point, one can hardly imagine a higher standard for 

gallantry and Victorian Christian practice. Yet Coulson went farther when, moments before 

death, Coulson called for Dr. Rossvally and told him, “Five days ago, while you amputated my 

arm and leg, I prayed to the Lord Jesus Christ to save your soul.”  

Rossvally states that his experience with Charlie Coulson had an immense impact on him 

and was the first of three events that caused him to convert from Judaism to Christianity. 

Rossvally’s religious testimony is fascinating, as it presents an undeniably sensationalized 

narrative about his personal, transformative experience with a Christ-like drummer boy. As a 

reader it is imperative to remember that Rossvally’s testimonial – “Charlie Coulson: the 

Drummer Boy”–is a religious testimony and is thereby designed to be persuasive and 

inspirational. Rossvally takes time to convince the reader of Coulson’s youthful asceticism in the 

name of Christ, and this story of child-like piety is meant to further evangelize potential readers. 

It is an interesting exercise to consider whether the episode is true, false, or embellished. 

However, we can never know the nature of the relationship between the Doctor and Charlie, and 

I do not believe we should belabor the “truth.” If the story is true, or half-true, then there is a 

basis in fact for the use of the drummer boy as a symbol of purity and innocence. If Rossvally’s 
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testimony is spurious, it only speaks further to the cultural fascination with the drummer boy and 

illustrates that he believed the drummer boy to be the best vehicle for inspiration and Christian 

conversion.  

Faith Barrett describes the American Civil War as a “poetry-fueled war.” Barrett makes 

this assertion, not solely on behalf of literary heavy weights such as Dickinson, Whitman, or 

Melville, but because antebellum America was inundated with poetry. Teaching children to read 

and memorize poetry was standard pedagogical practice in the 19th century; most literate 

Americans would have tried their hand at writing poetry, whether for a loved one or simply in a 

journal; advances in printing enabled wider access to a variety of print material for readers across 

the country, while the war encouraged a subscribed public as Americans strove to keep abreast of 

wartime developments; finally, such wartime publications provided an excellent platform for the 

dissemination of poetry and verse in the column space between military updates. Approaching 

Civil War poetry with this framework allows us to inhabit the poetry more fully and appreciate 

this medium’s use of the drum and the drummer boy as vehicles to paint broad abstractions of 

piety, heroism, and innocence.  

In the poem “Beat! Beat! Drums!,” Whitman uses the drum as a “ruthless” harbinger of 

war; filling the streets, blaring through windows and doors, and scattering the congregation. This 

dominant force Whitman describes transcends music. The drums and bugles presented are 

indiscriminate in delivering their sober call to arms, and remind the reader of Whitman’s poetry, 

both modern and contemporary, of the heavy burden each citizen is tasked to bear during 

wartime. Such citizen sacrifice calls to mind the sacrifice Christ calls upon his followers to make 

in Matthew 16:4, “If anyone would come after me, let him deny himself and take up his cross 

and follow me.” Here, the drummer boy beckons his followers as Christ once did. Whitman links 
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the theme of patriotic burden to the drum in “Beat! Beat! Drums!” by portraying it as both an 

instrument of Christ and violence, yet through his repeated exclamations, the cries of the drum 

and bugle are articulated as necessity.  

 

 

BEAT! beat! drums! -- blow! bugles! blow!  

Through the windows--through doors--burst like a ruthless 

Force, 

Into the solemn church, and scatter the congregation, 

Into the school, where the scholar is studying; 

Leave not the bridegroom quiet--no happiness must he 

have now with his bride, 

Nor the peaceful farmer any peace, ploughing his field or  

gathering his grain, 

So fierce you whirr and pound you drums--so shrill you  

bugles blow… 

 

“Beat! Beat! Drums!” from Drum-Taps  

by Walt Whitman 

 

 

Walt Whitman is among the preeminent poets of the 19th century, and his collection of 

poetry, Drum-Taps, is a reflection on his experiences as a nurse in various field hospitals during 

the Civil War. Drum-Taps was published in 1865 only weeks after Lee’s surrender at 

Appomattox and Lincoln’s assassination five days later, events which prompted Whitman to 

release another edition of Drum-Taps with additional poems responding to the conclusion of the 

war and Lincoln’s untimely death. Patriotic burden is a consistent theme of Whitman’s Drum-

Taps, and we are thereby reminded to recognize the drummer boy’s patriotism vis-á-vis the 

collection title. Walt Whitman’s decision to name his sole collection of war poems Drum-Taps 

speaks to the depth of the drummer boy as a poetic symbol. In a letter to Ralph Waldo Emerson, 

Whitman stated, “I desire and intend to write a little book out of this phase of America, her 
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masculine young manhood, its conduct under most trying of and highest of all exigency, which 

she, as by lifting a corner in a curtain, has vouchsafed me to see America, already brought to 

Hospital in her fair youth…” What greater symbol could Whitman find for America in “her 

masculine young manhood” than the bold drum-taps of the young drummer boy?  

Popular song was intricately linked to poetry during the Civil War. Recruitment events, 

farewell ceremonies, and celebrations for returning soldiers regularly involved singing and 

recitation of poetry. Civil War-era newspapers often told of soldiers singing in camp, on the 

march, and in military hospitals. Poets, amateur and professional, provided war-time lyrics for 

composers, who in turn sent songs to publishers for print and dissemination. The burgeoning 

market for sheet music and war lyrics, as well as recent advances in printing technology, fostered 

an environment in which poets and composers alike could broaden their audience.   

“The Drummer Boy of Shiloh,” written and composed by William Shakespeare Hays in 

1862, is a tragic ballad; the listener is invited to imagine Shiloh’s “dark and bloody ground,” and 

bear witness to a dying drummer boy’s last moments. “The Drummer Boy of Shiloh” was a 

wildly popular song of the Civil War, inspiring many legends and works of fiction. Famous 

drummer Johnny Clem was credited with being the brave drummer boy of Shiloh, though we 

know he did not die on the battlefield and research proves that he could not have participated in 

the battle, given his military assignment. Subsequently, Samuel J. Muscroft wrote a play in 1868 

titled The Drummer Boy; or The Battle-Field of Shiloh that dramatizes the battle of Shiloh and, 

ultimately, the death of a Union drummer boy in a Confederate camp. Even science fiction writer 

Ray Bradbury released a short story in his 1964 collection The Machineries of Joy titled “The 

Drummer Boy of Shiloh,” which depicts a twilight conversation between a nervous drummer boy 

and his General on the eve of battle.  
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William Shakespeare Hays’ “The Drummer Boy of Shiloh” depicts a dying drummer boy 

with a Christ aspect so strong that his death makes the hard soldiers around him weep, again 

highlighting America’s cultural association of Civil War drummer boys with youthful piety.  

Hays makes a steady progression through “The Drummer Boy of Shiloh” from the drummer 

boy’s individual loss and piety, through the weeping soldiers, to the collective loss of the 

country. Hays writes the song in five stanzas: the first stanza introduces the battlefield and the 

pious, dying drummer boy; the second stanza introduces the soldiers, as they gather to listen to 

the praying child; in the third stanza “death seized the boy” after he finishes his reverie about 

mother, country, and God; the fourth stanza depicts the brave soldiers weeping like children at 

the drummer’s death; finally, the fifth stanza is a collective mourning, for all who have died in 

the conflict. As is evident in stanzas one and five below, each stanza has an inconsistent rhyme 

scheme until the last five lines, which are similar in religious content and uniform in structure, 

creating an effective means to repeatedly highlight the boy’s piety throughout the song.  

 

Stanza 1 

 

On Shiloh's dark and bloody ground, 

The dead and wounded lay; 

Amongst them was a drummer boy,  

Who beat the drum that day. 

A wounded soldier help and him up-- 

His drum was by his side; 

He clasp'd his hands, then he rais'd 

his eyes, 

And prayed before he died. 

He clasp'd his hands, then he rais'd 

his eyes,  

And prayed before he died. 

 

Stanza 5 

 

Ye angels 'round the Throne of Grace,  

Look down upon the braves, 

Who fought and died on Shiloh's plain,  

Now slumb'ring in their graves! 

How many homes made desolate--  

How many hearts have sighed--  

How many, like that drummer boy, 

Who prayed before they died!  

How many, like that drummer boy,  

Who prayed before they died! 
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This narrative not only gives the contemporaneous listener a fascinating object of study, the 

drummer boy, but by portraying weeping soldiers it attempts to mollify societal anxieties about 

the moral fiber of soldiers being harmed by war, and ultimately welcomes the audience to reflect 

on their own wartime sorrows and anxieties. Our drummer boy died next to his drum as Christ 

died on the cross, praying to God for strength and his fellow man.  

As the drummer boy is a direct reflection of youth participation in the war effort, it is 

important to further reflect on the depiction of youth participation–specifically the drummer 

boy–in Civil War-era children's literature. Over the course of the war, the depiction of drummer 

boys and youth in the Civil War would shift from passive, faith-filled Christians, into active 

participants in the war effort. This shift in young adult literature is significant; young boys are 

gradually invited to see themselves as the young, adventurous, and relatable characters in their 

novels, rather than limit themselves to vicarious exploits of faraway Sir Walter Scott settings. 

This palpable literary shift during the Civil War is the origination of youth representation in 

young adult fiction as we know it today. By proxy of specific titles and authors, the analysis of 

young adult fiction during the Civil War allows us to further understand the drummer boy’s shift 

from piety to bravery in popular culture.  

 “Charlie the Drummer Boy” by Sarah S. Baker, is a short story written in verse about a 

wounded drummer boy named Charlie. Charlie’s acts of Christian kindness and sheer goodness 

are enough to bring salvation to the “rough” soldier he helped on the battlefield. Written in three 

chapters, the first discusses Charlie’s battlefield conversation with the soldier, chapter two is the 

scene in the hospital where Charlie bravely faces the amputation of his left arm, and chapter 

three contains Charlie’s reunion with his mother and siblings. The rhyme scheme of the short 

story is AABBCC…, which accents the innocence and simplicity of Charlie’s moral courage. 
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Moreover, this rhyming couplet scheme is a standard form for children's poetry, showing that 

Baker’s intended audience for Charlie’s Christian tale was young, war-interested readers at 

home. The effect of the rhyme scheme is humorous and lyrical: 

 

chapter one; seventh stanza 

 

Yes, water I’m wanting, cold water to drink;  

I’m wounded and dying, just ready to sink. 

O speak once again, boy, to guide me aright; 

I’m blinded by weakness, as much as by night.  

And tell me, who are you, that lying half dead  

Can speak out as cheerful as in a snug bed?” 

The tones of the soldier were feeble but gruff;  

’Twas plain the poor creature was truly “a rough, 

 

The juxtaposition of the “gruff” but “feeble” soldier, and the injured young boy with a 

cheerful inner strength is meant to be humorous, and tells the reader that things are not as they 

should be in this story. Men are supposed to be strong and boys are meant to grow into strong 

men. “Charlie the Drummer Boy” flips the traditional roles of the soldier and the boy to 

subliminally tell children that, with God, one can be stronger than a rough soldier; there is no 

need to be a soldier in the war to save those around oneself. Baker takes time to prioritize morals 

and–through the soldier’s salvation–warns against becoming a motherless, sinful soldier. This 

religious perspective of Civil War children’s literature reflects an adult preoccupation with youth 

piety and participation in the war effort, and a deeper concern about the potential malignancy of 

the Civil War in regards to the innocent youth. Stories like “Charlie the Drummer Boy” were an 

attempt to redirect the growing wartime zeal among children and safeguard the perceived 

Christian moral fabric of the nation. 

 J.T. Trowbridge’s novel, The Drummer Boy (1863), did not abandon the literary tropes of 

piety and innocence as central aspects of the drummer boy’s character. However, Trowbridge’s 
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novel was the first of many children's novels to shift toward a direct focus on the adventures of 

war by telling the events through a young person’s perspective. Prior to The Drummer Boy, 

wartime literature written for youth was limited to biographies of patriotic figures such as 

President Lincoln, factual articles in children’s publications like the Youth’s Companion and 

Merry’s Museum that covered topics such as weapons, life in the war, and the deeds of heroic 

drummer boys, and literature that focused primarily on Christian morals and the child’s place in 

the home with mother. Trowbridge’s ultimate success with The Drummer Boy rested on its 

continuation of Christian sentimentalism, an acknowledgment and encouragement of boyish 

intrigue in wartime adventure, and the unique position it holds in children’s literature as a 

seminal work in the impending Golden Age of American children’s literature. 

 The hero-drummer of The Drummer Boy is Frank Manly, whose highly gendered 

surname is meant to underline Frank as a protagonist for the young, male reader. Before Frank’s 

mother gives her consent to let him join the army as a drummer, she has Frank swear he will not 

be corrupted by his fellow soldiers. Frank writes an oath in his Bible to the effect that he will not 

to drink, gamble, or swear while in the army. But of course Frank breaks each promise in turn, 

taking the reader on a narrated path of piety, temptation, sin, and ultimate redemption.  

 Trowbridge does not have Frank Manly perform the passive role of the piously wounded 

or dying drummer boy. Frank’s indiscretions are scandalous and distressing; innocent young 

Frank, the drummer-darling of the camp, slowly becomes a base soldier with the sinful habits he 

swore against. However, having a child hero like Frank that routinely gets into moral quandaries, 

whether he is stealing turkeys from Confederate sympathizers or gambling, allows the young 

reader to consider the morality of Frank’s actions. Trowbridge does a great deal of outright 

moralizing around these events, yet the morality tale within Frank’s adventure is paired with an 
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adventurous, youth-centered plot. Frank’s conflicted character lacks the qualities of Dante’s 

Virgil; yet Frank’s failings ultimately make him the best guide for young readers, who 

themselves are vicariously living and learning through Frank’s mistakes. 

 Trowbridge’s break from didacticism in the Victorian era made The Drummer Boy an 

outlier in children’s fiction. Yet in the next two years, the trend of adventurous wartime novels 

about children, written for children, took hold with titles such as The Soldier Boy, Frank on a 

Gun-Boat, and The Hero Boy. Children’s literature continued to take new life after the American 

Civil War, in a period that scholars such as Laura Stevenson refer to as the Golden Age of 

children’s literature, spanning 1865-1911. Though the Golden Age was not restricted to the 

United States, this period included American novels such as Louisa May Alcott’s Little Women 

in 1865; Mark Twain’s The Adventures of Tom Sawyer in 1876; and L. Frank Baum’s The 

Wonderful Wizard of Oz in 1900. The Golden Age and the novels that defined it were 

characterized by adventure, fantasy, child heroes and heroines, and a general abandonment of 

didactic text as children’s literature. Though Civil War literature is not given a place in the 

Golden Age by historians, it is clear that The Drummer Boy helped set the stage for generations 

of children’s literature to come.  

 The creation of the drummer boy as a symbol is an elegant reflection of 19th century 

social mores. The literary connection forged between drummer and Christianity became the crux 

of many common parables for war-eager children. There were young drummers depicted as 

martyrs for Christ as well as drummers that should have stayed home and listened to their 

mother. These drummer boy stories reflect a predominantly Christian society, deeply concerned 

with the spiritual health of a divided country and the newly unstable homesteads families were 

confronted with during the Civil War. The drummer boy’s youthful relatability, his penchant for 
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adventure, and his ability to bring the public hope of salvation, gave a scarred and divided 

country something both tangible and impalpable to safeguard. For these reasons, the public 

mythologized the drummer boy in a communal act of self-preservation. The drummer boy is not 

among the grandest myths of the Civil War, and his history does not beg the collective self-

analysis and cultural reckoning that slavery requires. Yet we would do well to remember the 

history of the drummer boy when navigating the fissures in American society. A hero with a 

penchant for innocence and purity is a rarity.  
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Masters Recital Program Notes 

 

 

 My masters recital at the University of California, San Diego was a critical overview and 

reflection on my experiences and interests as a percussionist in contemporary music. I have 

always treasured the opportunities to create new connections and understanding through a shared 

creativity and musical language. As such, I took the opportunity to craft a concert program 

through which I could collaborate with colleagues at both UC San Diego and abroad. I also used 

my degree recital as personal reflection on the practice and boundaries of activism and ethics in 

programming. Through the program’s collaborative spirit and thoughtful compositions, and with 

the aid of friends and colleagues I esteem as activists and thoughtful individuals in their 

respective communities, I aimed to create an outward-facing program of music for my masters 

recital.  

 From its inception, my masters recital was structured to be a collaboration with Helen 

Newby, a cellist and dear friend since our time together as students at the Oberlin Conservatory. 

We have remained in touch and sought ways to make music together, and my masters recital 

presented an opportunity to collaborate that we were both excited to pursue. Given our mutual 

interest in contemporary music, Helen and I decided to commission compositions from two 

composers, Peter Swendsen and Celeste Oram. Helen and I worked with Peter at Oberlin, and 

Celeste is my close friend and colleague at UC San Diego. This network of collaborations 

formed the foundation of the recital. As these working relationships are what I have grown to 

value most in music, I was deeply satisfied that the roots of my recital were in a community of 

thoughtful collaborators.  

 My recital began with Peter Swendsen’s solo for bass drum and electronics, Nothing that 

is not there and the nothing that is. Peter and I met at Oberlin Conservatory, where I was a 
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student from 2010-2015 and Peter was a composer on faculty in the Technology in Music and 

Related Arts (TIMARA) department. In my final year at Oberlin Conservatory, I performed a 

solo program of Oberlin faculty compositions, comprised of works by Peter Swendsen, Tom 

Lopez, Lewis Nielson, and Josh Levine. This concert was my first performance of Peter’s piece, 

Nothing that is not there and the nothing that is (Nothing). 

Nothing features field recordings that Peter collected at various sites in Norway. Before 

being heavily processed, the original source material includes the cracking of glacial ice, wind, 

and running water. Nothing is notated for the performer as a graphic score, with a set of 

predetermined musical actions and motions that take place within specified time frames. 

Temporal specificity is required, as the performer must align their actions to composed 

electronics in the tape part. Each frame depicts the head of the bass drum, accompanied by a 

visual approximation of what the player is asked to do on the surface of the drum.  Above the 

drum visuals are both a time stamp for the event, and a text description of the physical 

Figure 1: Swendsen's Nothing that is not there and the nothing that is 
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movements required of the performer. Below the drum frames are abstract visuals designed to 

convey the desired sonic and gestural character of each event.  

 Nothing is inspired by “The Snow Man” by Wallace Stevens, a poem that describes a 

person with the “mind of winter” required to appreciate the natural beauty of the arctic landscape 

he regards. I find this poem both beautiful and unsettling; the environment around us steadily 

deteriorates and the fractured political landscape shows little willingness to change 

environmental policy. The role of humanity and its ability to embrace being “nothing himself” in 

the presence of nature would represent a shared understanding of respect for Earth and the 

dangers we face as the climate changes. In my mind, Peter’s piece is an ode to the individual that 

has a “mind of winter” in their regard to nature. I am inspired by Peter’s dedication to the 

exploration of nature and the regular incorporation of environmentalism in his musical craft. 

 

One must have a mind of winter 

To regard the frost and the boughs 

Of the pine-trees crusted with snow; 

 

And have been cold a long time 

To behold the junipers shagged with ice, 

The spruces rough in the distant glitter 

 

Of the January sun; and not to think 

Of any misery in the sound of the wind, 

In the sound of a few leaves, 

 

Which is the sound of the land 

Full of the same wind 

That is blowing in the same bare place 

 

For the listener, who listens in the snow, 

And, nothing himself, beholds 

Nothing that is not there and the nothing that is. 

 

Wallace Stevens, 1921

 

 

 The second piece on my recital was the premiere performance of Celeste Oram’s Idiot 

Child on a Fire Escape for percussion and friend. Celeste is my housemate, and after talking 

with Celeste about Helen, Celeste decided to write the piece for “percussion and friend” to honor 

my relationship with Helen. Helen visited UC San Diego in February, 2018, and the three of us 
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were able to workshop and develop the piece. As a trio, we developed a percussion setup, found 

a set of percussion/cello unison sounds that worked well together, and agreed upon a notation.  

 Celeste synthesized material from two poems written by Mina Loy for her composition, 

Idiot Child on a Fire Escape. The first poem used is “Idiot Child on a Fire-Escape,” a loving 

poem that speaks to an infant reassuringly, even as the adult-speaker is endowed with the 

knowledge of the child’s fragility and the world’s dangers. The second poem is “Songs to 

Joannes, XIII,” a poem about losing oneself in love, sex, and a shared understanding. With these 

texts, both love poems in their own fashion, Celeste created a composite poem for the two 

performers that focused on friendship and communication. As is the case in all text-inspired 

music, the poem provides character and context for the piece.  However, Celeste’s adaptation of 

Mina Loy’s poetry also provides the musical structure of Idiot Child on a Fire Escape.  

In Section I, The friends are listening to individual channels in a stereo audio score that 

contains a recording of Celeste rhythmically writing her reimagined poetry of Mina Loy with 

sectional cues for sounds to be played by each performer. Performers are called on to listen 

attentively and repeat the sounds and gestures as they are indicated in the audio score. The 

majority of the poem is written and therefore played in unison, requiring the friends to 

communicate and work together. However, moments of textual divergence are notated in the 

poem and further reflected in the audio score. In these moments of individual expression, the 

friends play their parts as they are transcribed in the individual channels of the audio score. It is 

in these moments of divergence that the friends seemingly disagree on a secret; whether it should 

be shared, who it is for, and where it can be found.  
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Section II is a reiteration of the entire poem by the duo, this time shouted as loudly as 

possible, in unison. The poem ends with the line “you will not fall,” a phrase that functions as a 

shared affirmation of friendship (whereas Mina Loy employs this line to lovingly reassure her 

“idiot child”). Percussionist and friend are instructed to face each other and sit as close together 

as the set-up allows. In regard to shouting the poem, Celeste says, “both players maintain 

attentive eye contact throughout Part II. It is not the end of the world if one or both friends crack 

a smile.” The staged situation of the performers, the emphatic manner of delivery, and the faint 

possibility of a smile all serve to honor and highlight the friendship between performers.  

Figure 2: Oram's visual score to Idiot Child on a 

Fire Escape 
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Malin Bång’s duo Arching is written for amplified tools, amplified cello, and electronics. 

The piece is a sonic exploration of the creation of a stringed instrument. The percussionist is 

required to use various tools, such as a saw, file, asp, and work-gloves on a wooden plank to 

recreate the potential sounds and physical actions of a luthier in their workshop. The sounds of 

the amplified cello are rarely pitched and often just as gritty as the wooden plank being sawed. 

Percussionist and cellist work together to create the soundscape of a luthier’s workshop, while 

the electronics are simply a voiceover that comes in and out to describe the actions required to 

make an instrument.  

Helen found Arching and contacted Malin Bång about the performance details. I was 

immediately drawn to the piece. My father, Thomas King, was a retired mechanic and the hand 

tools required for Arching are similar to the mechanical equipment I carefully stepped over and 

around in our childhood garage. The craft and talent with large machines that my father’s career 

demanded correlates to my appreciation for the physicality of percussion and mechanical 

ingenuity required to create set-ups. My dad never enjoyed contemporary music, but he always 

supported my passion for music. I was quick to grasp at this piece as a connection between our 

two worlds. Thomas King passed away in September, 2020, and will be missed. The tools I used 

in the recital were tools given to me by John and Mary Picken, my surrogate grandparents in 

Oberlin, Ohio. John Picken died in 2015, and as a patron of the arts he would have been thrilled 

to know his tools were used in my recital. Thus, I was able to honor my father and John Picken, 

while still being able to rehearse and perform it with Helen.  

 In his program note for Plain Moving Landfill, Thomas Meadowcroft states that, 

“memories of first wondering what we do with all our ‘stuff’ remain moving.” Plain Moving 

Landfill is a solo for percussion and electronics, inspired by Meadowcroft’s childhood visits to a 
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local landfill in Australia. The piece was written in 2003 and heavily revised in 2011, the 

primary changes being a flexibility in instrument requirements, flexibility in material one 

chooses to perform, and a return to traditional notation (rather than an inventive shorthand he 

created for the piece’s performance). In an email exchange, I asked Thomas Meadowcroft what 

factors led to such dramatic changes in the piece’s structure. He replied, “I changed the piece, 

had the playback take over the role of the graphic modules, due to issues of control and trust, 

both between myself and ‘the material’, and myself and players. I realised that if cells of material 

were cooked down enough, players could do what they wanted with them in time and they would 

still be recognisable to me and this is what I tried to do in the 2011 version, hence less cells.” 

Therefore in the revised score, Meadowcroft used the electronics to ensure the presence of 

important material, ease the burden on the percussionist, and create more space for musical 

decisions.  

I also wonder what will become of all our “stuff.” As a contemporary percussionist it is 

easy to accrue stuff because our practice, somewhat ironically, demands countless large and 

small objects to produce something intangible. Where will those scraped gongs and bowed tin 

cans go? Thomas Meadowcroft’s Plain Moving Landfill doesn’t provide the listener with eco-

friendly closure, but it provides a beautiful space for one to ponder. 

 Peter Swendsen’s duo in the same bare place, color, finally shares the environmentalist 

character found within his solo, Nothing that is not there and the nothing that is. The primary 

point of departure for the duo’s composition was a field recording of a cluster of red-winged 

blackbirds, made in northeast Ohio in early March, at which point these birds were flying north 

to breed. As Peter describes it, “the sound of their cluster points toward Spring but typically 

comes well before the season itself changes. As such, they provide a visual and sonic flash of 
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color in a landscape that has been for months, as Wallace Stevens puts it ‘Full of the same 

wind/That is blowing in the same bare place.’” As was the case with Nothing, Peter found 

compositional perspective within Stevens’ “The Snow Man” for his new piece, in the same bare 

place, color, finally. 

 The development and composition of the piece was an organic collaboration that began in 

Oakland, CA. Helen, Peter, and I rehearsed at Mills College and experimented with sounds and 

textural combinations between percussion and cello, and worked to develop a possible road map 

for the final composition. Peter brought several field recordings to show us, including the 

recording of red-winged blackbirds that became central to the piece. In the development of my 

percussion set-up, I chose an array of instruments that would offer a wide variety of timbre and 

texture so that I could interact freely with both the electronics and the cello. My work with Helen 

and Peter on in the same bare place, color, finally was the most involved I’ve been in the 

composition of a piece. Though Peter was the final architect, as he integrated the electronics and 

created a score for the performance, he has always referred to Helen and me as co-creators when 

talking about the piece. This piece was a thorough collaboration from start to finish, and I am 

thankful for Peter and Helen for their friendship and thoughtful musicianship. 

 The final piece on my recital was Sam Pluta’s SWITCHES. SWITCHES is a duo written 

for amplified/distorted cello and drum-set. In many ways this piece is the anomaly of my 

recital’s program. The previous five pieces have been reflections on the environment, friendship, 

and instrument building; SWITCHES is purely 80s metal re-imagined between drums and cello, 

played as loudly as possible. The drums act as a “switch” to turn on/off the cello’s actions, or the 

“electrical current” flowing from the amplified instrument. SWITCHES was among the first 

pieces that Helen and I found when we began compiling a list of cello and percussion duos in 
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2014. I asked Helen if she would still be open to learning SWITCHES for my recital, because in 

my mind SWITCHES represents a time of becoming and possibilities in our friendship.  

 Therefore, my masters recital was an amalgamation of conversations and shared musical 

efforts, a program of extensive musical dialogues between friends. I would like to thank Helen 

Newby for her enduring friendship and generous efforts in preparation for this recital; Celeste 

Oram, for the depth of thought and empathy she demonstrates in both friendships and music; 

Peter Swendsen for his steadfast guidance and friendship; Steven Schick for his care and 

inspirational mentorship; Michael Rosen and Kevin Garry for their invaluable instruction and 

support over the years. This recital is the result of many years of guidance, care, and thoughtful 

friends. I am grateful for those who have made my life of music possible. 
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